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Abstract. The postmodern approach helps the writer overcome the gap between written text and discourse in contemporary society. Written manuscripts and reality and between desires and facts as a solution is to combine two elements. However, this does not mean we accept all postmodernist characteristics, as accepting the truth of discourse, because it allows us to propose aesthetic and even moral ideals which affirm the existence of certain truths and values that go beyond absolute postmodern relativism.
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1. Introduction

Anthropological analysis is relevant to the concept of nationalism [1],[2] in the era of globalization [3] because nationalism has political effects consider the anthropological assumptions that humans can naturally classified into variety of cultures and strictly boundaries societies [4]. In the Murtabat Tujuh as the Buton Law, Sarana Dhuru Bahasa and Sarana Sabandara are officer in charge to overseeing the marine environment as a part of the living environment of the Buton Sultanate. Analysis of the Buton Law text is not ordinary in science. Many experts have studied about it, for example, the role of Murtabat Tujuh within the society of the Sultanate Buton Wolio [5] and Kaombo for forest, garden, and sea.

Kaombo contains set of value as the effort to manage and preserve the natural environment in the Sultanate of Buton [5]. Now, formal leadership ignores management and supervision of preservation of the Kambo forest area, but remains the responsibility to Parabhela and his custom institution in the former Buton Sultanate [6]. Gender role in the Kaombo traditional institutions are still effective and has high responsive to its issue [7],[8]. The obedience of Burangasi community towards the rules of Kaombo gardens and the sea, and have developed into capital sea Kaombo and native sea Kaombo towards marine conservation [9],[10]. Legal values in the Buton Act [11]. Sufism element study in the text of Buton Law [12]. Anthropological analysis is not yet available on the Sarana Dhuru Bahasa and Sarana Sabandara for the development of local wisdom to support various rules of marine management [13],[14],[10]. The theory use for reading data research is form of capital theory [15] with ethnography methods. Capital as the capacity of individuals in the postmodern era has operated in the Buton Sultanate before the arrival of the postmodern era.
2. Research Methods

This study uses ethnographic methods. In addition to Bourdieu's ethnographic method [16], researcher also read [17],[16],[18],[19], as a conclusion, this research took a number of steps as follows.

2.1. Location of Research

The location of this study was purposely determined, namely the City of Baubau as the center of the Buton Sultanate, Simalui Jaya village as the oldest Parabela region, so it was considered to have more complete data and information about the Laws on Buton.

2.2. Data Sources

The research data consists of two sources, namely secondary data sources and primary data sources. Secondary data sources consist of books, journals, and manuscripts of Buton laws. While the primary data comes from the results of in-depth interviews and observations.

2.3. Data Collection Procedure

Data is collected and integrated in the analysis process, and presented in a way that supports the main themes of the research focus, so that it is a separate construction as a product of interaction between informants and researchers. Data collection techniques used as follows.

2.3.1. In-depth Interviews

In-depth interviews were addressed to key informants i.e. the Secretary of the Buton Sultanate, La Ode Zaali and Sultan Buton La Ode Muh. Izat Manarfa, Parabhele, village head, Imam, customary head, cultural observer, lecturer, administrator of non-governmental organizations (NGOs). Information is obtained to get information about him, his business activities, family life, or his outlook on life. The informants also guided to explain things outside of himself, such as the condition of society, production relations in working groups and social relations in society, especially in emphasizing social institutions both of which are cultural or structural /organizational.

2.3.2. Observation

Observations are carried out in two ways, namely, ordinary observation and participating observation. Through ordinary observation data is obtained about community activities regarding the Sarana Dhuru Bahasa and the Sarana Sabandara. While participating observation is To obtain data that requires the involvement of researchers, such as the behavior and activities of informants, local institutions and matters relating to behavior, and their meanings.

2.3.3. Study Documents

The document study was carried out by reviewing a number of written sources both related to the subject matter and location to obtain primary and secondary data.
2.4. Data Validation

This context finds four criteria for evaluating data, described as follows.

2.4.1. Data Credibility

Validation of internal data is done by matching the findings during interviews with informants with: [20] the results of continuous observations of important facts, checks, and explanations of theories for the interpretation of symptoms that occur during the study, [21] meet all informants, community, and scientists who know Murtabat Tujuh, so that the evidence be authentic to the assumptions that emerged during the study, [7] the researcher confirmed the informant on data, categories, interpretations and conclusions, then tested it together with the informants who involved in the research from the beginning.

2.4.2. Transferability

Informations in this research gained In detail and in depth about the background of the socio-cultural life of the people of Buton, through analysis and availability of adequate information so that it reflects the characteristics of the community towards Murtabat Tujuh as the Buton law.

2.4.3. Dependency

The researcher involved the auditor to examine the existence of the topics studied at the chosen location and also examine the data and information collected by the researcher while maintaining the consistency of the research results with the conclusions formulated.

2.4.4. Confirmation

The researcher also conducts self reflection and critical thinking by outlining the basic assumptions of cultural values in relation to the marine environment. This activity aims to achieve trust in the results of research. This data confirmation activity is carried out from the beginning of data retrieval until the writing process takes place.

2.5. Data Analysis Techniques

The data of this study were analyzed descriptively qualitative through interpretation and understanding. Field notes are coded according to the problem. Coding data based on the results of criticism made, the appropriate data is separated by certain codes. The data obtained is analyzed comparatively through three stages, [20] The process of crude data reduction from field notes, selected data that is relevant to the focus of the study; [21] Data is presented in the form of narrative texts; [7] Drawing conclusions gradually until general conclusions are obtained using inductive methods. That is, this study does not test hypotheses, but instead prepares abstractions based on the parts that have been collected and grouped by making a comprehensive and holistic analysis of all elements which are the main problems in the study.
3. Results And Discussion

3.1. Territory of the Buton Sultanate

Past forms of government in the Buton Sultanate \cite{1},\cite{13},\cite{22},\cite{23} have experienced a number of shifts, from the royal government system to the sultanate government system and later became the part of Republic of Indonesia in 1960, and became part of the Indonesian program as Axis World Maritim \cite{24}. The shifts in the system of governance in the Sultanate of Buton may produce dynamics in socio-cultural life. The Buton Sultanate in the past was located in parts of the archipelago and in the Southeast coast of the island of Sulawesi as the present Southeast Sulawesi Province (Sultra). For more details, see the following map.

![Map of the Buton Sultanate](https://id.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kesultanan_Buton)


The map above shows that the Buton Sultanate appears to be wider than the current Southeast Sulawesi Province. The former Buton Sultanate has a number of local relics and wisdom in various aspects of life, including the marine environment. Various results of research on the benefits and functions of local wisdom in the development of coastal and marine communities.

3.2. Background The Formation of the Murtabat Tujuh as The Buton Law

The formation of the Law on Buton \cite{5},\cite{12},\cite{22},\cite{23} in the era of leadership of Dayanu Iksanuddin was motivated by a number of factors as follows.

1) State security conditions are not conducive, community members often act outside the humanitarian corridor. Humanity that distinguishes humans from animals is in addition to physical elements, humans are also equipped with elements of creativity, elements of taste, and elements of intention. Humans are created by God in a best and most beauty form. Its humanity must be maintained. Otherwise, humans can become more despicable than animals. The space to maintain form of humanitarian degree is a family, with the smallest unit called a household. Through household as a place to develop the character of each member, as said by informant La Ode Manarfa: "children are still under the guidance and responsibility of their parents. The way a family treats its children will have an impact on the development of the children's behavior").
2) The absence of a written constitution that determines the authority of the state administration as a guideline for its management.

3) The occurrence of a long drought in the era of the third Sultan, La Sangaji resulting in famine in the people of Buton.

Sultan Dayanu Ikhsanuddin thought wisely to make a law to be a guideline for his people behavior in the government of the Buton Sultanate. He was assisted by Syarif Muhammad, who create guideline based on the Al Qur’an and Al Hadist. Since the establishment of the Buton Law, the behavior of the Buton community has been controlled, state security is conducive without the arbitrariness of the people or the government.

3.3. Position of Sarana Dhuru Bahasa and Sarana Sabandara in the Buton Law and Its Defense in the Contemporary Society

The position of the Sarana Dhuru Bahasa and Sarana Sabandara in the Buton Law can be seen through the composition of officials or governmental authorities of the Buton Sultanate, in general, the following are.

1) Syara Ogena Officials/Authorities: (a) Sultan, (b) Sapati; (c) Kenepulu; (d) Kapitaraja / Kapitalau; (e) Sorawolio Lakina.

2) Majelis Syara (has a supervisory function): (a) Bonto Ogena; (b) Bonto Sio limbona, (c) Bonto Inunca (palace staff); (d) Bonto Lencina Kanjawari; (e) Bonto and Bobato.

3) Special staff of the sultanate: (a) Sarana Sabandara; (b) Sarana Dhuru Bahasa; (c) Talombo; (d) Gampikaro; (e) Panggalasa; (f) Wantina Gampikaro; (g) Kenipu; (h) Belobaruga; (i) Tamburu Limanguna; (j) Kompanyia Isyara; (k) Tamburu Pataanguna; (l) Matana Sorumba.

4) Servant of Syara Kidina/Religious Education: (a) Lakina Agama, (b) Imamu, (c) Khatibi, (d). Moji, (e) Mokimu, (f) Bhisa Patamiana.

Information obtained on the ground that Sarana Sabandara and Sarana Dhuru Bahasa are special staff of the Sultan of Buton whose have duty at sea and at the port. Every trader who travels on land must be accompanied by Sarana Dhuru Bahasa. Usually, traders come from around the land of Bugis. Sarana Dhuru Bahasa is a translator. All traders from outside Buton must be accompanied by them even though they are good at speaking Wolio language. Sarana Dhuru Bahasa is not only a translator, but also the taxes collector. Sarana Sabandara is the Head of the Port in the Buton Sultanate. Sarana Dhuru Bahasa is a tax collector and also in charge to accompanying the Sultan of Buton to travel to the coast or cross to small islands outside Buton Island.

Sarana Dhuru Bahasa uses its own rules. Buton harbor unavoidable by passers from Bugis to Ternate or vice versa, the sailor must stop by at the harbour to refuel the ship or to bought stores for the voyage, for the security to face the Banda Sea. When the merchants who were at sea and seemed to be arriving at the port of the Buton Sultanate, the Sarana Dhuru Bahasa rushed to the ship and prepared various questions, including ask about whether there were souvenirs for the Sultan? The answers to such questions are expected in the two categories of souvenirs, namely [20] the category of souvenirs for the Sultan and [21] the category of souvenirs for Sarana Sabandara. If there is only one category, it cannot be divided into two. The strategic Sarana Dhuru Bahasa must ask again, are there others souvenirs? If not, the Sarana Dhuru Bahasa returns it to the owner of the ship until there are two categories by it. If not, then the ship is not permitted to enter the port of the Buton Sultanate. Ship owners are usually from Tobelo, Ternate, Tobungku, and Luwu.
The geographical location of the Buton Sultanate deliver capital (Bourdieu, 1983), for the Sultanate to the Kingdom of Tobelo, Sultanate of Ternate, Kingdom of Tobungku, and Kingdom of Luwuk, and executed by Sarana Dhuru Bahasa. In the case of a marine fish thief in the area of the Buton Sultanate, Sarana Dhuru Bahasa ran to report and ask for help to the palace about the incident. On his way to and return to the palace, the Sarana Dhuru Bahasa can take a ride from the community and the community is not allowed to refuse because it is used to be a ride and accelerate his journey to the palace and to the thief ship in the sea. On the ship, the Sarana Dhuru Bahasa captures the ship and calculates the price, starting from the price of the ship to all its contents. The results of these calculations are reported to the king from the intended ship. The king as the origin of the fishers in the Buton Sea was obliged to come to the palace of the Sultan of Buton to pay sum of money based on the results of calculations from the Sarana Dhuru Bahasa. The king as the origin of the fish chasers in the Buton Sea must have felt embarrassed if he had to deal with the Sultan of Buton as a result of dishonorable behavior from members of his community. Therefore, each king will guard his citizens so that they do not go wrong, and also deliver capital for all kingdoms and sultanates around Buton. Capital rules between kings or between sultans can generate conflict and that is why the Sultan of Buton had to form a coalition with the Dutch to confront the king or the sultan who complained about the rules.

Beside as a translator and trade manager, Sarana Dhuru Bahasa also accompanied the Sultan of Buton at a certain time, so that, he also had capital to the Sultan of Buton. In his daily activity, The Sarana Dhuru Bahasa must submit to Sarana Sabandara as the head of the port, so that Sarana Sabandara in this case has capital to the Sarana Dhuru Bahasa. Capital was not practiced by the Buton community now because it had followed the principles of the government system in the 1945 Constitution since 1960, precisely at the time the Buton Sultanate began to join the Negara Kesatuan Republik Indonesia (NKRI). In terms of rights, Indonesian human and community rights are guaranteed constitutionally in the UUD (1945 Constitution) Article 33. Their manifestations are contained in [25],[26],[27]. However [28] in his research in Central Sulawesi, Lore Lindu found that the formulation of development program planners so far in Indonesia was not in line with the target needs of development projects, both those formulated by the Indonesian government or NGOs. Question "why does coastal development continue to have a negative impact? [1], the preparation of Regional Regulations for the Zoning Plan for Coastal Areas and Small Islands (RZWP3K) in all provinces in Indonesia has also not been pro-people [29]. If the above conditions continues to occur, it can undermine the attitude of nationalism and it will be difficult to achieve the goals of Pancasila and the UUD 1945 Constitution. The attitude of nationalism is closely related to political, economic, social and intellectual attitudes, [1],[2]. Preservation of cultural values and enriching the understanding of the traditional social institutions that live in the community are recognized in the legal system and rules for the management of coastal areas [27]. This is a demand of Law No. 5 of 2017 concerning Promoting the culture of the Republic of Indonesia. Likewise, the legal assessment of protection of the community [26],[27],[10],[3].

4. Conclusion

This research has found that capital as an individual capacity known as the model of human power in the postmodern era, which began in the early 1980s, has prevailed in the Buton Sultanate in the modern era even though the pattern of human thought is still relatively ancient. The local vulnerability in environmental management that is still maintained is the local wisdom of Kaombo, proven to be still effective in human development today. However,
Kaombo's local wisdom has not yet received support from formal local government so the potential for being forgotten is also quite large. The forgetfulness of the Sarana Dhara Bahasa, Sarana Sabandara, and Kaombo because of the unavailability support from the local formal government can accelerate the process of derivation of the nationalismsattitude in the former Buton Sultanate. It is better if the implementation of the regional autonomy government system provide opportunities for the local formal government to explore and socialize back to the community so that it can be a tool to strengthen the sense of nationalism in the local community.
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